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1.1  INTRODUCTION 

Languages are generally taught and assessed in terms of the ‘four skills’ : listening, speaking, 

reading and writing. Listening and reading are known as ‘receptive’ skills while speaking and 

writing are known as ‘productive’ skills. All language learners will need to develop their skills 

in each of these areas. 

In this unit we will discuss the significance and the concept of two skills of language i.e. 

listening and speaking.  

 



1.2  OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Understand the process of listening. 

 Learn to identify different aspects of effective listening. 

  Grasp techniques for active listening. 

 Understand the speech process. 

 Develop the interest and confidence in English language. 

1.3  WHAT IS LANGUAGE? 

According to O. Jeperson, “Language is a set of human habits, the purpose of which is to 

give expression to thoughts and feelings”. 

Language plays a vital role in the transmission of thoughts from one person to another. The 

most common medium of communication is language. Sometimes communication failure 

may result because of the subjective errors, either the right words are not used or they are 

misunderstood. Here lies the importance of a language. 

Language cannot be learnt, it is only acquired. 

            Language is human creation; we create words to mean particular things. Using words 

help us communicate effectively in different situations. Without language, we would not be 

able to communicate at all. Communication is essential for human beings. Language is the 

primary way in which adult pass ways of thinking  and conversing on to their children. 

Language is an accumulation of knowledge because we learn everything by somebody 

through language. 

         According to Karl Buhler “ Language employs a combination of words to communicate 

ideas in a meaningful way.” And “ By changing the word order in a sentence, one can change 

its meaning and even make it meaningless” 

          Language is one of the most powerful tools in human communication. Through words, 

people shape their identities. People can express their feelings, attitudes, and experiences 

to each other through words.  

         Language has two purposes. Depending on what is said, and how others perceive what 

has been said, language can be helpful to the soul or destroy one’s self- confidence. Words 

are intended to inform others so they can understand us. Words are not intended to 

establish superiority; if they are, people get hurt in the process. 

 

 



1.4    Speech and Language :What is the difference ? 

                   Speech means producing the sounds that form words. It’s a physical activity 

that is controlled by the brain. Speech requires coordinated, precise movement from the 

tongue, lips, jaws, palate, lungs and voice box. 

                    Making these precise movements takes a lot of practice, and that is what 

children do in the first twelve months. Children learn to correctly articulate speech sounds 

as they grow. 

                     Language refers to the words, the child understands and use them. Language 

includes spoken and written language. 

                     It’s amazing to think that very young children begin to understand  vocabulary, 

grammar and syntax- such a complex concept. 

                     In language acquisition, there is a hypothesis that a “critical period”, or a time 

when it is optimal to learn a language, exits in children. Part of this hypothesis is that if a 

child is not exposed to a language in the early years of life, he or she will never have full 

intuitive command of a first language.     

   Behaviorists believe language is something that can be observed and measured. The need 

to use language is stimulated and language is uttered in response to stimuli. According  to 

the behaviorist , competence in the rules of language is not as important as the ability to 

speak it ; speaking is what makes language real. Knowledge is a mental state and the 

structure of a language doesn’t make it a language ; it is the function of speaking words that 

makes a language a language.  

           According to Skinner’s theory of behaviourism, human beings define right or wrong 

relative to their conditioned experienced of pleasure or pain, respectively. A certain action, 

if it receives a painful response, will be avoided, while those with a pleasurable response, or 

a reward, will be considered good. Human behavior is totally conditioned by this 

pleasure/pain nexus. Behaviour, then, is the creation of habits. A habit is developed with an 

action, done repeatedly, that receives a reward of some kind. Language is no different.  

1.5   FOUR BASIC PILLARS OF LANGUAGE 

         When we learn a language, there are four skills that we need for complete 

communication. When we learn are native language, we usually learn to listen first, then to 

speak, then to read, and finally to write. These are called the four “language skills”. 
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       1.5.1  Listening : Listening skills are probably one of the most important language skills 

that you need in order to be successful in your academic and professional pursuits. One 

needs effective listening skills as it is a state of receptivity that permits understanding of 

what is heard and grants the listener full partnership in the communication process.  

        1.5.2  Speaking : Like listening, speaking is important for effective communication. 

       1.5.3   Reading  :  Reading is one of the most useful skills in learning a foreign language.   

       1.5.4   Writing  :  Writing is a medium of human communication that represents 

language and emotion through the inscription or recording of sings and symbols. Writing is 

not a language but a form of technology..  

1.6    LISTENING ; IT’S CONCEPT AND SIGNIFICANCE 

           Listening is the receiver’s activity in communication. As the speaker has the 

responsibility to make effort to be understood, so the listener has the responsibility to be 

attentive and to make effort to understand the meaning of the speaker. 

           Listening capacity can be improved by understanding the steps involved in the process 

of listening and by following some basic guidelines. 



          Hearing is the first step of listening. You simply attend to the speaker to hear the 

message. 

         The second step is interpretation. If you fail to interpret the words correctly, the 

message is misunderstood. 

         The third step is evaluation. At this stage you decide what to do with the received 

information. 

        The final step is response. Your response to the message may be verbal or visual. Your 

response lets the speaker know whether you have got the message and what your reaction 

is.   

Listening is a process of receiving and interpreting the spoken word. It involves recognizing 

what is said and comprehending the matter. While receiving and interpreting the spoken 

word , the listener is concerned with four factors i.e. sensing, message decoding or 

interpreting , evaluating and response. 

Listening begins with physical hearing of the message and taking note of it. Sensing is, thus,  

the first step of the listening process. You hear sounds and concentrates on them in order to 

receive the message. Once you are able to recognize the sound patterns, you have to 

decode and interpret the message. 

             Decoding or interpreting in listening refers to the process of changing the coded 

message into information. It involves understanding the spoken language. Although 

interpretation of a verbal message may be influenced by your social, cultural, educational, 

professional and intellectual frames of reference. For example, if you do not understand 

French, you cannot decode a message encoded in French. The process of message decoding 

in listening also involves the recognition of false starts, pauses, hesitations, stress, 

intonation and rhythm patterns. 

            After the message has been decoded and interpreted, its significance is evaluated 

and appropriate conclusions are drawn from it. 

            Response is the action or reaction of the listener to the message. It is the last stage of 

listening. If the message has been analysed, interpreted, and evaluated correctly, the 

response will be appropriate. The response makes the communication more effective as it 

clarifies the message and helps the speaker to know whether the message has been 

understood or not. 
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Difference between Listening and Hearing 

Hearing happens  automatically as it is an involuntary physical act. It does not require the 

conscious involvement of the listener. When you move on a railway platform, you hear 

several voices ,you do not listen to them. Suddenly there is an announcement  and you 

listen to it. When we listen we pay conscious attention to what is being said. 

Listening with a purpose 

We listen to different kinds of oral messages for different purposes. Listening to classical 

music is quite different from listening to a lecture. People may listen for entertainment, for 

solving  problems, for getting information etc. Although the basic purpose of listening is to 

receive information from various sources, there can be different purposes of listening.   

Types of Listening  

1. Superficial listening 

2. Appreciative listening 

3. Focused listening 

4. Evaluating listening 

5. Attentive listening 

6. Empathetic listening 

Superficial Listening :  In this type of listening the listener has little awareness of the content 

of what is being said. The output in this type of listening is zero because the listener tends to 

ignore the message, and is not able to concentrate .   

  . Appreciative listening :  The purpose of listening is to derive pleasure. The output in this 

type of listening is to get enjoyment and pleasure. For example , a music lover may listen to 

the songs for entertainment and even try to sing along.   

Focused listening:  Focused listening involves listening for specific information. This is the 

most common type of listening that we practice in non formal communicative situations 

For example,listening to the radio, watching T.V., listening to railway and airport 

announcement, and so on. 

. Evaluating listening : The main purpose of evaluating listening is to evaluate the content of 

the oral message to select appropriate information. The output could be an oral response or 



recalling  information at a later stage. Examples including  listening to classroom lectures, 

workshops, seminar and so on. 

   Attentive listening : Attentive listening demands the complete action of the listener. It is 

active and intelligent listening in situation such as meetings, group discussions, job 

interviews and so on. 

   . Empathetic listening: This type of listening is not only to what the speaker is saying but 

also to how he/she is saying i.e., his/her emotions, feelings and state of mind. Listener has 

to understand and interpret non-verbal communication and the body language of the 

speaker. 

                                           Active and Passive Listening 

               Active listener                                                                        Passive listener 

1) Active listening is a dynamic, interactive                1) Passive listening is the process of just                            

    Communicative process.                                                 Absorbing the message encoded in 

                                                                                                 the spoken word without any  

                                                                                                  involvement.                                                   

2) Shows interest in the speaker and                            2) Shows no interest in the speaker and 

    speech.                                                                                 speech. 

3) Responds non-verbally to encourage the                 3) No response.        

     speaker. 

4) Listener plays an important role.                                4) Listener plays no role. 

                    An active listening is interactive and productive, it facilitates proper interaction 

and produces new understanding. It promotes more effective listener-speaker relationships, 

and helps us take advantage of opportunities we might miss by being a passive listener. That                 

is why one needs to be an active listener rather than passive one. Active listening requires 

conscious efforts on one’s part and demands concentration, involvement and responsibility.          

 

 

 

 



Barriers to listening  

 Linguistic barriers :  Improper message decoding during listening is the barrier in 

the process of oral communication. While decoding an oral message, the listener 

should concentrate on the linguistic code. If he/she listens to something in a 

language or dialect that he/she is not able to follow, a communication 

breakdown will definitely occur. For example, if he/she does not understand 

French, he/she will not understand a lecture in French. 

           In order to avoid linguistic barriers, the following points should be noted: 

 Ensure that the speaker is using a language that the listener understands. 

 Sometimes, the speaker may use difficult words, jargon or unclear 

phrases. The listener should feel free to ask for clarifications. No good 

speaker will mind it. 

 When the listener is in doubt, he/she should ask questions. 

 

 Cultural barriers: If the speaker and listener belong to different cultures and 

share different values, listening could become a difficult process. The 

interpretation of meaning can create misunderstandings during intercultural 

communication due to differences in norms and values. Our values are our 

personal guides to thought and behavior, and exert a strong influence on us. 
            In order to avoid cultural barriers during listening, the following point 

should be noted: 

 The listener should be sensitive to cultural differences and try to put 

himself/herself in the speaker’s position. 

 Psychological barriers: A listening is a purposeful activity, any psychological or 

emotional turbulence or disturbance can prove to be a barrier to effective 

listening because it leads to lack of interest and concentration. Over arousal of 

emotions may adversely affect the listeners ability to decode an oral message, 

and he/she may find it difficult to concentrate on what the speaker is saying. 
  In order to avoid cultural barriers during listening, the following point should be 

noted: 

 The listener should be tension free and should not upset himself/herself 

by too much thinking and speculation. 

 

 Physical barriers: Physical distraction and disturbances can easily disrupt the 

process of listening. Barriers could be noise, physical discomfort, or any physical 

factor. Physical noise refers to any sound that disrupts the listening process. 
Physical discomfort can also easily disrupt thee listening process because one 

cannot be  good listener if one is feeling uncomfortable.          
      In order to avoid cultural barriers during listening, the following point should 

be noted: 



 Ensure that there is no distraction noise from outside. 

 Mobile should not be allowed in the classroom. 

 Be sure that the infrastructure, such as seating arrangement is 

comfortable. 

Effective listening strategies 

 Stop talking: It is not possible to listen while talking. One cannot be a speaker and 

a listener at the same time. In the class student should forget about his or her 

response to the listener and concentrate on the teacher’s words. 

 Stop thinking: It is not enough for the listener to keep his mouth shut while he/she 

is listening. He/she has to stop thinking too. He/she cannot listen effectively while 

thinking.  

 Do not pre-judge: Give the speaker a chance to complete what he/she has to say. 

Pre-judgement closes the mind and does not allow you to perceive the speaker 

impartially. 

 Be patient: The speaker should be allowed sufficient time and not interrupted 

until he/she takes a pause and asks the listener to do so. Patience is the key to 

good listening. 

 Take notes: The listener should take notes. 

              Students should follow the above listening strategies when the teacher is 

teaching, so that the students can gain maximum benefit. 

Check your progress 

Notes:  a) Write your answer in the space provided after each item. 

              b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

 

1.  Match List 1 with List 2 and select the correct answer from the given options: 

                LIST 1 

1) Superficial listening                        a) listening to a musical programme 

2) Appreciative listening                    b) listening to a frustrated colleague 

3) Focused listening                            c) listening to a speaker during a group    

                                                                     discussion 

4) Evaluating listening                         d) listening to a business presentation 

5) Attentive listening                           e) listening to a news report 

6) Empathetic listening                        f) listening to a radio programme while               

                                                                     reading a news paper 

OPTIONS 

i) 1- b, 2- a, 3- e, 4- d, 5- c, 6- f  

ii) 1- f, 2- a, 3- d, 4- c, 5- e, 6- b 

iii) 1- f, 2- a, 3- e, 4- d, 5- c, 6- b 

iv) 1- f, 2- a, 3- c, 4- e, 5- d, 6- b 



……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. Which of the following are not an effective listening strategy for lecture 

comprehension? 

a) Audience analysis 

b) Predicting 

c) Concentrating on speaker’s appearance 

d) Understanding the visual aids 

e) Recognising minor points of the oral message 

f) Determining the purpose of listening 

g) Recognising the focus of the talk 

h) Understanding all the illustrations 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                        

1.7  Speaking ; ; it’s concept and significance 

         Speaking well, can have a dramatic effect on your professional and private 

life. You may not realize how important the sound of your voice is, or how much 

you yourself judge other people by the way they sound. Yet experts maintain that 

the impression you make on others often owes much more to how you speak-the 

pitch and expressiveness and clarity of your voice.  

          From the quality of your voice and your manner of saying things, people will 

deduce a great deal about your personality in general and your feelings at the 

moment of speaking – whether you are feeling confident, frightened, excited, 

depressed, aggressive or friendly. 

             Like listening, speaking is important for effective communication. Students 

need to interact orally with their teachers and classmates, take part in seminars, 

workshops, technical presentations, academic discussions, viva voce tests, etc. On 

the other hand, professionals are required to take part in discussions, meetings, 

conferences, seminars, business presentations, telephonic conversations and so 

on. Today, success depends not just on professional knowledge but also on the 

ability to present that knowledge in an effective manner. 

 

TYPES OF CONVERSATION 

There are two types of conversation: formal and informal. Formal conversation 

differs from informal conversation in content, approach, style, attitude and in 

language. 

Difference between formal and informal conversation 

                 Formal conversation                                                       Informal conversation 

Formal content                                                    Personal and emotional content 



Always factual                                                      May be emotional or factual 

Formal words and expressions                         Colloquial words and expressions 

Accepted rules and customs                             No accepted rules 

Fixed norms of behavior associated               No fixed norms  

             with the conduct of official matters   

Always formal in style                                       Both formal and informal in style 

             Objective  approach                                            Both objective and subjective 

                    Formal conversation may include making inquiries and exchanging information at 

public offices, shopping, and the transaction of academic, business, professional and other 

official work. Informal conversation, on the other hand, includes greetings, simple social 

exchanges, and general inquiries during social interaction and everyday informal situations. 

STRATEGIES FOR GOOD CONVERSATION  

Good conversation largely depends on our ability to adjust the other people and our good 

attitude. Most of the students cannot converse well and face difficulties in talking to their 

teachers, colleagues and even friends. Conversational skills can be improved by following 

some basic tips regarding good conversation . The following suggestions will help in this 

regard. 

Be an active listener :  A person can never be an effective conversationalist without being 

an effective listener. You should not interrupt the person while he or she is speaking. 

Be simple  : One cannot impress others by being difficult, you should in fact use simple and 

familiar language while talking to people. 

Speak with clarity : He/she should take care of articulation and pronunciation and focusing 

on his/her voice quality, accent and intonation while speaking. 

Use appropriate pauses : Speaking  too quickly may result in lack of comprehension on the 

part of listener. This will result in confusion. Therefore it is essential to speak slowly with 

appropriate pauses. 

Be interested :  We should be interested in the conversation and our behavior and attitude 

should reflect our interest. We should take active part in the conversation by contributing to 

it in a meaningful way. 

      HOW CHILDREN LEARN TO SPEAK   

All normal babies are born with the same speech potential. They posses most of the physical 

mechanisms that are necessary for speech , though teeth come later, and these are versatile 



enough to generate the sounds of all languages equally well. However, children quite 

naturally begin to specialize in producing  those they hear around them. 

An exciting time in children’s language development begins with their apparent discovery of 

vocabulary, then of grammar. Gradually they sort out the specific meaning or meanings of 

words. A little later, they pick up, if not always perfectly, the different endings that indicate 

plurals, past tense, and so on. 

The environment in which children are raised is very important, though experts differ in 

their opinion. For example, some believe that a child with older brothers  and sisters has an 

advantage in learning language skills ; others suggest that a first born- child has the 

advantage. Neither view is wholly correct. 

 

ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION          

            In order to speak correct English, correct English pronunciation should be used. 

Learning appropriate pronunciation techniques gives one the confidence to avoid common 

lapses and errors in speaking. 

           Interestingly, there is no such thing as a ‘correct pronunciation’ because there is no 

right way of speaking. The pronunciation of English varies from one country to another and 

there are marked pronunciation features associated with English spoken in important 

English speaking countries like the United Kingdom, United States of America, Canada, and 

Australia. Even within the United Kingdom, there are variations  between England, Scotland, 

Wales, and Northern Ireland. One particular accent, called Received Pronunciation (RP) has 

come to be accepted as the standard in the United Kingdom. Thus, it is better to consider 

pronunciation in terms of ‘accepted pronunciation’ and ‘unaccepted pronunciation’ rather 

than correct or incorrect pronunciation. ‘Acceptable pronunciation’ is, clearly intelligible to 

all ordinary people where as ‘unacceptable pronunciation’ refers to a way of talking that is 

difficult for most people to understand. 

          Phonetics is a branch of linguistic science that deals with pronunciation. In order to 

speak correct English, one should have some idea of English phonetics. As we all know that 

there are twenty –six alphabets in English. However the language has forty four speech 

sounds. This means that there is no ‘one to one correspondence’ between letters and 

sounds in English as it is in many Indian languages. This is the reason why many Indians find 

it difficult to learn English pronunciation. The duality of English spelling and pronunciation 

may confuse a beginner and make English pronunciation difficult to master. 

         Following are the examples of words where different letters (underlined) represent the 

same sound: 

                                                               Sound                                           Examples    



There is duality                                 /S/                                        see, censor, miss                    

of spelling and                                 /SH/                                       shoe, chef, mention, tension,             

pronunciation in                             /Z/                                           zoo, season      

English: different                            /K/                                           kill, chemistry, call, sick  

letters may represent                    /EE/                                          meet, key, deal, seize, physique  

the same sound                             /OO/                                          zoo, movie, soup, true, juice  

while the letter                             /AH/                                            market, fast, aunt, heart    

could represent  

different sounds.   

 

Following examples of words where the same letters (underlined) represent different 

sounds: 

      Letter/s                                                                  Examples 

       /S/                                                                 sell, busy, pleasure, pension    

      /T/                                                                  tell, mention, culture 

     /CH/                                                                 chef, chemical, rich   

     /E/                                                                    pet, decent, decay 

Phonetic transcription  

                          Phonetic transcription can be defined as a kind of alphabetical writing in 

which each letter represents one sound. It is, thus, the writing of a language by means of a 

separate symbol of every sound. A pronunciation symbol or a phonemic  symbol represents 

each English sound. As the letters of the English alphabet can be a poor guide to 

pronunciation. It is advisable to learn the phonemic symbols of English because these 

symbols are a reliable guide to English pronunciation. Knowledge of these symbols is useful 

in referring to a dictionary to find out the pronunciation of any word. 

Consonant  Sounds   

A consonant sound may be defined as a speech sound that is produced with stoppage of air. 

For example, to say the word ‘paper’ our lips try to stop air from passing through while 

producing the sound ‘p’. Thus, the voice or breath in consonants is partially hindered by the 



tongue, teeth, lips, or other organs of articulation. There are twenty four consonants sounds 

in English. 

         Phonemic symbols                                                          Examples      

1.              p                                             Paper, pipe, upper, plastic, accept, cup, cap 

2.         b     Bulb, base, behave, absorb, carbon, cable, mob                                                 

3.         t     Table,  start, top, pot, take, cattle, cot, cat  

4.        d     Design, data, develop, crude, tend, blend, doll 

5.        k     Kick, cast, chemist, accurate, act, block, factor 

6.       g     Give, graphite, ago, against, diagram, organic 

7.      t∫     Chance, rich, beach, discharge, feature, launch 

8.      dᴣ     Judge, adjust, bridge, magic, charge, generator 

9.      f      Fast, feature, filter, flash, draft, effect, graph 

10.    v     Very, variant, velocity, vertical, volatile, give 

11.    ᶿ                                 Theory, thermal, thrust, faith, both, earth
 

12.    ∂     Brother, gather, feather, further, mother 

13.    s     Simple, sea, mass, ask, assembly, device 

     

14.    Z     Zero, design, physical, positive, result 

15.    ∫      Shift, pressure, ash, nation, crush, emission 

16.   ᴣ      Vision, pleasure, treasurer, leisure, measure 

17.   m    Machine, emission, automatic, column, compact 

18.   n     New, number, anode, carbon, crane, drain, electron 



19.   ᵑ    Evening, bearing, distinguish, building 

20.   h     Handle, hardware, heavy, height 

21.   I     Level, call, collect, realise 

22.   r     Role, red, correct, marriage 

23.   w     Water, weaver, wonder 

24.   j     Yes, you, year, your 

Vowel Sounds 

Unlike a consonant sound, a vowel sound is unobstructed in articulation by the tongue, 

teeth or lips. For example, when speaking the word ‘art’ , air escapes freely and 

continuously without any friction while pronouncing the first sound ‘AH’.  

         There are twenty vowel sounds. There are twelve pure vowels and eight diphthongs. 

Pure vowels are further classified as long vowels and short vowels. 

Long Vowel Symbols   

Phonemic Symbols                                                              Examples 

25.     i:         Easy, feel, free, seize, celling 

26.    u:           Shoe, fool, true, coup, truth 

27.    3:             firm, birth, hurt, curl, burn 

28.    ɑ:           art, farm, part, fast, aunt 

29.    ɔ:            Fought, port, sport, form, sought 

 

Short Vowel Symbols 

30.   e            Pet, said, led, men 

31.   ɒ            Hot, shot, pot 



32.   ʌ            Hut, shut, cut, blood 

33.   ᴂ           Hat, cat, bat 

34.   ә            Ago, about, announce 

35.   Ʊ             Wood, food, book 

36.    I              Hit, sit, fill 

 

 

Diphthong  Symbols 

              A diphthong is a combination of two short vowels. 

                 

      Phonemic symbols                                                              Examples 

37.  Iә       Fear, here, year 

38.  eә       Fair, hair, air 

39. Ʊә      Poor, truer 

40.  ɔI        Oil, boil, spoil 

41.  eI       Say, late, train 

42.   aI      Try, sight, bike 

43.   әƱ      Go, so, old, gold 

44.   aƱ      Now, how 

As there is no one to one correspondence between vowel letters and sounds in English, 

vowel sounds may be pronounced wrongly if care is not taken. By the following list you can 

easily understand the correct pronunciation.   

Some possible letter/s                           Vowel sounds                         Examples                                               



Representing the Vowel 

ee/ea/i/e/ie/ey                                              i:  free, meal, unique, legal, field, key 

oo/u/ou/ui/ew/ue                                         u: zoo, truth, coup, juice, shrewd, true 

ir/ur/er/ear                                                     3:  shirt, curl, stern, learn 

a/ar/al/er/ear/au                                            ɑ: cast, farm, calm, clerk, heart, aunt 

a/ar/al/or/oa/our/oar/    water, warm, talk, port, coast, course 

au/o/augh/ough/wor                                     ɔ:    board, cause, chlorine, taught, sought,  

 

e/ea/ai                                                               e   bed, head, said 

o/e                                                                        ɒ socket, entrepreneur 

u/ou/oo                                                               ʌ fun, couple, enough, blood 

a                                                                             ᴂ man, apt, stand 

a/e/er/or/eur/ure/o/ou                                      ә adult, entrance, anthem, farmer, factor,      

                     entrepreneur, nature, automatic, 

                                                                                             luminous 

 

u/oo/oul                                                                   Ʊ Pull, look, should 

i/e/y/a/ui                                                                 I sit, behave, baby, accurate, circuit 

ear/eer/iu/year                                                      Iә fear, peer, helium, year 

a/ay/ai/au                                                               eI made, say, train, gauge 

oor/uer                                                                    Ʊә poor, truer 



ow/ou                                                                      aƱ now, how, founder 

oi/oy                                                                          ɔI spoil, coil, joy, loyal 

y/igh/ig/i/eigh                                                         aI try, sight, sign, five, height 

o/ow/oa                                                                    әƱ so, low, coal 

air/are/ae                                                                  eә  chair, care, aerial 

 

TECHNIQUES TO DEVELOP EFFECTIVE WORD ACCENT 

Stress is an important feature of the English language. Stress is the degree of force with 

which we pronounce a sound. This degree of force is mainly pressure from the chest 

affecting the air- stream. However, the listener may perceive this degree of force as 

loudness. The stress system of English makes it different from Hindi and other Indian 

languages. In most Indian languages, we place the same amount of stress on all parts of a 

word. However, it is not so in English. 

         Words are made up of one or more than one separately pronounced parts, which are 

called syllables. For example, the word ‘teach’ consists of one such part (syllable), whereas 

the word ‘teacher’ consists of two such parts (syllables).Thus, we define a syllable as a group 

of sounds with one vowel sound and one or more than one consonant sounds. 

 Most of the words that we use may consist of one ,two, or three syllables. See the list 

below: 

One Syllables                                    Two Syllables                                    Three Syllables 

Read                                                     reader                                                 readership 

Lead                                                      leader                                                  leadership 

Sharp                                                    sharpen                                                sharpener 

Part                                                        partake                                                particle 

Stand                                                      standard                                             standardize       

Mark                                                       remark                                                remarkable 

Shame                                                     shameless                                          shamelessly 

Own                                                         owner                                                  ownership 



Words having four and five syllables are as under:   

Words having four syllables:            engineering, ordinary, artificial, beneficial, architecture, 

entertainment, entrepreneur, disappointment, advertisement, advertiser, accordingly, 

departmental, certificate, experiment, etc. 

Words having five syllables:              communication, accelerator, academician, civilization, 

examination, international, multinational, etc. 

                           In words of two or more syllables ( actor, actress, singer, doctor, wonderful, 

interesting, punctuality, opportunity), one of the syllables stands out from the rest. The 

stressed syllable is relatively loud, long in duration, said clearly and distinctly, and made 

noticeable by the pitch of the voice. It is said to be accented. Thus, a stressed syllable has 

the following three features: 

 It is said more loudly than the other syllable /syllables, 

 It is said on a different pitch, and 

 It is held for a longer time than the other syllable/syllables. 

        Let us try to understand this with the help of a few examples. In the word 

‘student’, the first syllable ‘stu’ is more prominent than the second syllable ‘dent’, 

and thus the first syllable is accented. In the word ‘include’, the second syllable 

‘clude’ is more prominent than the first syllable ‘in’, and thus the second syllable is 

accented. In the word ‘physics’, the first syllable ‘phy’ is more prominent than the 

second syllable ‘sics’. 

                                  

In order to use correct stress patterns, the simple rules given below should be followed: 

1. Words with weak prefixes are accented on the root.  

     Examples 

     abroad                  include                    increase                     above                      affect 

    become                 below                      disable                        disarm                     discard   

    disown                  displace                   incur                            precast                     preclude 

2.  In most two syllabic words containing a long vowel, the stress is generally on the 

syllable with the long vowel sound. 

Examples      

Artist                      accrue                           father                           farmer                     party       

Partner                  starter                         faster                             carbon                    market 



Teacher                 achieve                        canteen                        machine                  colonel 

Fortune                 journey                        leader                           speaker                   army 

Turbine                 water                           worthy                           carpet                     worship 

3.  Words ending in˗ ee are generally accented on the last syllable.        

   

aᶦgree                    deᶦcree                        deᶦgree                       refeᶦree                  trusᶦtee  

ᶦ 

4.  Words ending in –tion have the stress on the syllable before it. 

   Examples 

   Action                   attention                attraction              calculation                caption 

   Application          caution                    collection               combination             connection 

  Diction                  congratulation         direction                duration                    introduction 

  Selection               production               station                     estimation                information 

5.  Words ending in –sion, -ssion, -cian and –shion have the stress on the syllable before it. 

   Examples         

   Mansion                  expansion                       pension                  tension                 diffusion 

  Passion                     commission                    compassion           mission                 concession 

  Electrician                musician                          physician                 

6.  Words ending in –ic, -ical, -ically, -ious, -ial, -ially, -ious, -logy, -nomy, -graphy have 

generally the stress on the syllable preceding the suffix. 

  Academic                specific                aromatic               artistic                        mechanic 

  Polytechnic             electric                 magnetic              economic                    magic 

  Electronic                magical                 mechanical          electrical                     economically 

  Essential                  essentially             preferential        confidentially             librarian 

  Suspicious               ceremonious         psychology           economy                   physiology 

  Ecology                    chronology             biography             photography            typography 



7.  Words ending in –icy, -ify and –ity have the stress generally on the third syllable from 

the end. 

Examples 

Policy                    scarcity                  codify                 identify                pacify 

Ability                   atrocity                   actuality            activity                 affinity 

Legality                 capacity                  locality               rectify                   charity 

8.  The suffixes –eer, -self, -ever, -ique and –mental 

Examples 

Career                    herself                    myself                       himself                        yourself 

However                forever                   whatever                  whenever                    physique 

Unique                    mental                   departmental          compartmental            sentimental 

9.  The suffixes –ed, -ment, -es –ing, -age, -ance, -en, -er, -ess, -ful, -hood, -ice, -ish, -ive, -

less, -ly, -ness, -or, -ship, -ter, -ure, -y, and –zen do not affect the stress pattern of a word. 

Examples 

Affect                             affected 

Amuse                            amused 

Resource                        resources     

Effort                               effortless 

Court                                courtship 

Friend                              friendship 

Tribute                             tributary 

Lazy                                  lazily                                       laziness 

Start                                 starter                                    starting 

Effect                               effective                                 effectual 

Appoint                           appointed                               appointment 

Appear                             appeared                                 appearing                                 appearance 

10.  The suffixes –al, -ible, -ial, and –ially generally affect the stress pattern. 



Examples 

Accident                                               accidental 

Origin                                                    original 

Sentiment                                             sentimental 

Access                                                     accessible 

President                                                presidential 

 

Developing pronunciation by the following approaches : 

1) Direct method :  Pronunciation is taught through intuitive and imitation; students imitate 

a model – the teacher or a recording, and do their best to approximate the model through 

imitation and repetition. 

2) An analytic- linguistic approach :  

    a) Utilizes information and tools such as a phonetic alphabet, articulatory descriptions, 

charts of the vocal apparatus, contrastive information, and other aids to supplement 

listening, imitation, and production. 

    b)  Explicitly informs the learner of and focuses attention on the sounds and rhythms of 

the target language. 

    c)  Was developed to complement rather than to replace the intuitive imitation approach, 

which was typically retained as the practice phase used in tandem with the phonetic 

information. 

3)  Naturalistic methods :  Including comprehension methods that devote a period of 

learning solely to listening before any speaking is allowed, e.g., Asher’s (1977) Total Physical 

Response and Krashen  and Tenell’s (1983) Natural approach. Proponents that the initial 

focus on listening without pressure to speak gives the learners the opportunity to internalize 

the target sound system. When learners do speak later on, their pronunciation is supposedly 

quite good despite their never having received explicit pronunciation instruction. 

4)  The minimal pair drill : Drills that use words that differ by a single sound in the same 

position. 

Types of minimal- pair training : 

a) Word drills : sheep – ship, green – grin 

b) Sentence drills: 



     i) Syntagmatic drills ( contrast within the sentence) 

        Don’t sit in that seat. 

        Did you at least get the list? 

    ii) Paradigmatic drills ( contrast across two sentences) 

        Don’t slip on the floor. (It’s wet) 

        Don’t sleep on the floor. (It’s cold)    

       

IMPROVING FLUENCY 

              Fluency is the most important characteristic of effective speech. What does this 

term mean? What is fluency? Let us try to understand this term and the skills needed in 

order to achieve fluency in speech.  

                 Fluency is the natural flow of words without any unnecessary pauses and 

repetition. This natural flow of words or smoothness of expression can come from the 

ability to compose and speak meaningful utterances by using appropriate vocabulary and 

grammar skills. Fluent and expressive speech normally depends on the range of vocabulary 

appropriately used, as poor vocabulary will cause lack of fluency. Fluency also depends on 

the appropriate use of macro-skills of grammar and pronunciation such as subject-verb 

agreement, tense formation ,clause linkage, use of transitional words, basic intonation 

patters , rhythm, and so on. Moreover, one should be confident of the content of one’s 

speech in order to be fluent.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 Check your progress 

Notes:  a) Write your answer in the space provided after each item. 

              b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

3.  How many syllables do the following words have? 

Controversy, demonstrate, foreign, forehead, conduction, mistake, memorial, 

impossible, machine, autonomous, necessity.  

     

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



4. Read the following sentences aloud, identify words containing long vowel sounds, 

and insert these words in the appropriate column in the table below. 

i) Good morning sir. 

ii) Good evening teacher. 

iii) Good to see you again. 

iv) I am glad to meet you. 

v) Speak to me. 

vi) Excuse me. 

vii) Could you tell me your name, please? 

viii) Can you tell me where the canteen is, please? 

ix)  I need a glass of water. 

x) Thank you sir. 

 

           

Phomenic  symbol Examples 

i: 
 

u:  

3:  

ɑ:  

ɔ: 
 

 

 

  

1.8   Let us sum up 

 

Listening is a process of receiving and interpreting the spoken word. We listen to different 

kinds of oral messages for different purposes.  

Types of listening: 

1)  Superficial listening 

2)  Appreciative listening 

3)  Focused listening 



4)  Evaluating listening 

5)  Attentive listening 

6)  Empathetic listening 

Barriers to listening 

1) Linguistic barriers 

2) Cultural barriers 

3) Psychological barriers 

4) Physical barriers 

Effective listening strategies 

1) Stop talking 

2) Stop thinking 

3) Do not pre-judge 

4) Be patient 

5) Take notes 

                Like listening, speaking is important for effective communication. 

Types of conversation: 

Formal and Informal conversation 

Strategies for good conversation: 

1) Be an active listener 

2) Be simple 

3) Speak with clarity 

4) Use appropriate pauses 

5) Be interested 

                Phonetics is a branch of linguistic science that deals with pronunciation. English 

language has forty four speech sounds. 

                Stress is an important feature of English language. Stress is the degree of force with 

which we pronounce a sound. 



                Develop pronunciation by the following approaches : 

1) Direct method 

2) An analytic linguistic approach 

3) Naturalistic method 

4) The minimal pair drill 

                        Fluency is the natural flow of words without any unnecessary pauses and 

repetition. This natural flow of words or smoothness of expression can come from the 

ability to compose and speak meaningful utterances by using appropriate vocabulary and 

grammar skills.           

  

 

1.9  Questions for reflections 

1) Write a short note on types of listening. 

2) Write short note on stress. 

3) Discuss the meaning and importance of listening skills. 

4) How can the linguistic skills of listening and speaking be developed in students ? 

  

1.10  Answers to check your progress 

1) iii) 1- f, 2- a, 3- e, 4- d, 5- c, 6- b 

2) c) Concentrating on speaker’s appearance 

     g) Recognizing the focus of the talk 

     h) Understanding all the illustrations 

3)  Words having two syllables                            foreign, mistake, forehead, machine 

      Words having three syllables                         demonstrate, conduction, impossible,                                 

                                                                                   memorial 

     Words having four syllables                            controversy, autonomous, necessity 



 

4) 

Phonenic  symbol Examples 

i: 
Evening, teacher, see, meet, speak, me, 
please, canteen, need  

u: Excuse 

3: Sir 

ɑ: Glass, water 

ɔ: 
Morning 
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